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Abstract

We present an efficient algorithm for findingk nearest neighbors of a query line segment among a set of p
distributed arbitrarily on a two dimensional plane. Along the way to finding this algorithm, we have obtain
improved triangular range searching technique in 2D. Given a set ofn points, we preprocess them to create a d
structure using O(n2) time and space, such that given a triangular query region∆, the number of points insid
∆ can be reported in O(logn) time. Finally, this triangular range counting technique is used for findingk nearest
neighbors of a query straight line segment in O(log2 n + k) time.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Given a setP = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} of n points arbitrarily distributed on a 2D plane, we study the prob
of finding k nearest neighbors of a query line segmentσ . Along the way to studying this problem, w
have developed an improved algorithm for thecounting query of triangular rangesin 2D, where the
objective is to report the number of points inP that lie inside a query triangle.

A simplex inRd is a space bounded byd + 1 hyperplanes. In the simplex range query problem
set of pointsP (in Rd ) is given; the objective is to report the number/subset of points which lie ins

✩ A preliminary version of this paper was presented in SWAT 2002.
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simplex query region. We shall refer these two problems ascounting query problemandsubset reporting
problem respectively. The simplex range searching problem has been studied extensively [3,9,11,15].
The first work appeared in [11], where two near quadratic data structures are presented; the first one can
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answer triangular range counting query in the plane in O(logn) time using O(n2+ε) space, and the secon
one needs O(logn log logn) time for the counting query using O(n2/ logn) space. InR3, this algorithm
answers the simplex range counting query in O(logn) time, but it requires O(n7+ε) space for storing the
preprocessed data structure, whereε is a fixed positive constant. Chazelle, Sharir and Welzl [9] prese
a quasi-optimal upper bound for the triangular range searching problem. Their algorithm can a
O(logn) time for thecounting queryin R2 at the expense of O(n2+ε) storage and preprocessing tim
The best result is obtained by Matousek [15]. InR2, it needs O(n2 logε n) preprocessing time and O(n2)

space. Using a weight function of the points,counting querycan be answered in O(log3 n) time. For
both of these algorithms, the subset reporting problem needs an additional O(κ) time, whereκ is the size
of the output. For a concise survey on geometric range searching, see [2]. In this paper, we pr
improved algorithm which solves thecounting queryproblem in O(logn) time with O(n2) preprocessing
time and space. However, this technique does not help in solving thesubset reporting queryproblem. We
mention a different technique which needs O(n2) preprocessing time and space, and answers thesubset
reporting queryin O(log2 n + κ) time.

The problem of computing the nearest neighbor of a query line was initially addressed in [1
algorithm of preprocessing time and space O(n2) was proposed in that paper which can answer
query in O(logn) time. Later, the same problem was solved using geometric duality in [14], wit
same time and space complexities. The space complexity of the problem has recently been imp
[16,17]. In [16], the preprocessing time and space are reduced to O(n logn) and O(n) respectively, and
the query time is O(n.695). The query time is further reduced to O(n

1
2+ε), but this needs O(n logn) space

to store the preprocessed data structure [17]. In [18], the problem of finding thek nearest neighbors o
a line is proposed along with an algorithm. The preprocessing time and space complexities ar(n2)

and O(n2/ logn) respectively, and the query time complexity is O(k + logn), wherek is an input at the
query time. The same data structure can reportk farthest neighbors of a query line with same time a
space complexities. The proximity queries regarding line segments are studied very little. The fir
appeared in [5] which addresses the problem of locating the nearest point of a query straight line s
among a set ofn points on the plane. The results obtained in few restricted cases of this problem ar
below.

(i) If the query line segment is known to lie outside the convex hull ofP , a linear size data structur
can be constructed in O(n logn) time, which can answer the nearest neighbor of a line segme
O(logn) time.

(ii) If m non-intersecting query line segments are given at a time, then the nearest neighbors of
line segments can be reported in O(m log3 n + n log2 n + m logm) time.

(iii) When n arbitrary query line segments (they may intersect) are given in advance, then the
neighbors of all of them can be reported in O(n4/3 logk n) time, for some constantk.

(iv) If n query line segments arrive online, then the amortized query time per segment is O(
√

n logk n),
for some constantk.

The time complexity of problems (ii) and (iii) are improved in [4]. If the number of points and q
line segments are bothn, the time complexities are O(n log2 n) and O(n4/32O(log∗ n)) respectively.
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We consider an unrestricted version of the nearest neighbor query problem for line segments. The
objective is to report the nearest neighbor of an arbitrary query line segmentσ among a set of pointsP .
We show that the preprocessed data structure for the simplex range searching problem can answer this
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query in O(log2 n) time. We also show that the following queries can be answered using our meth

Segment dragging query: Report the firstk points (of P ) hit by the query line segmentσ if σ is
dragged along any one of its two perpendicular directions. This needs O(k + log2 n) time. The
preprocessing time and space complexities are both O(n2).

k-nearest neighbors query: This problem has two phases: (i) findk nearest neighbors of the interi
of σ , and (ii) find k nearest neighbors of each end point ofσ . The first phase can be solve
using segment dragging querytechnique. The second phase needs to use order-k Voronoi
diagram, providedk is known prior to the preprocessing. Thus the preprocessing and query
complexities of the order-k Voronoi diagram play important role in analyzing the complex
results of this problem.

2. Preliminaries

Let Q be a set ofn points distributed arbitrarily on a 2D plane. First, we describe a method ofcounting
andsubset reportingfor thehalf-plane range queryfor a query line� using geometric duality. Here (i)
point q = (a, b) of the primal plane is mapped to the lineq∗: y = ax − b in the dual plane, and (ii)
non-vertical line�: y = cx − d of the primal plane is mapped to the point�∗ = (c, d) in the dual plane
A point q is below (respectively, on, above) a line� in the primal plane if and only if the lineq∗ is above
(respectively, on, below) the point�∗ in the dual plane.

LetQ∗ be the set of dual lines corresponding to the points inQ, andA(Q∗) denotes the arrangement
the lines inQ∗. As a preprocessing, we construct a data structure for storing the levels of the arran
A(Q∗) as defined below. From now onwards, this data structure will be referred to aslevel-structure.

Definition 1 [12]. A point q in the dual plane is at levelθ (0 � θ � n) if there are exactlyθ lines inQ∗
that lie strictly belowq. Theθ -level ofA(Q∗) is the closure of a set of points on the lines ofQ∗ whose
levels are exactlyθ in A(Q∗), and is denoted asλθ .

Clearly, the edges ofλθ form a monotone polychain fromx = −∞ to x = ∞. Each vertex of the
arrangementA(Q∗) appears in two consecutive levels, and each edge ofA(Q∗) appears in exactly
one level. In Fig. 1, a demonstration of levels in an arrangement of lines is shown. The thick

Fig. 1. Demonstration of levels in an arrangement of lines.
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representsλ1. Among the vertices ofλ1, those marked with empty (respectively black) circles are
appearing in levelλ0 (respectivelyλ2) also.
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Definition 2. Thelevel-structureis an arrayA whose elements correspond to the levels{θ | θ = 1, . . . , n}
of the arrangementA(Q∗). Each element representing a levelθ , is attached with a linear array containin
the vertices ofλθ in a left to right order.

Given a query line�, thecounting queryproblem for the halfplane range is solved as follows: F
two consecutive levelsθ andθ + 1 such that�∗ (dual of the line�) lies within λθ andλθ+1. This can be
done by two stage binary search in the level-structure.

First we select the�n
2�th level in the arrayA, and apply binary search inλ� n

2� to find an edgee ∈ λ� n
2�

which horizontally spans�∗. Next we choose either�n
4�th level or�3n

4 �th level depending on whether�∗
appears below or abovee. The process continues until we get a pair of edgese∗ ande∗∗ below and above
�∗ respectively such that they appear in two consecutive levels of the arrangement, i.e.,e∗ ∈ λθ−1 and
e∗∗ ∈ λθ . The number of points above and below the query line� areθ andn − θ respectively. The time
complexity of this half-plane range counting query algorithm is O(log2 n).

To improve the query time, an augmentation procedure of thelevel-structureis described in [18]. This
uses a technique similar tofractional cascading[8]. The complexity results of half-plane range que
using theaugmented level-structureis stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 [18]. Given a set ofn points in the plane, it can be preprocessed inO(n2) time andO(n2)

space such that the counting query for the half-plane range can be answered inO(logn) time. The subse
reporting needs an additionalO(κ) time, whereκ is the size of the output.

3. Triangular range searching

Given a triangular range∆, here the objective is to report the points inP that lie inside∆. We shall
consider bothcountingandsubset reportingquery problems for the triangular range separately.

3.1. Preprocessing

Let P = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} be a set ofn points arbitrarily distributed in 2D plane. A line splitting th
setP into two non-empty subsets is called acut. A cut is said to bebalancedif it splits P into two
subsetsP1 andP2 such that the size of these two subsets differ by at most one. For a given pointP ,
the balanced cut may not be unique. But we may choose any one of them. The point setsP1 andP2

are further divided recursively using balanced cuts. This process continues until all the partitions
exactly one element.

As a preprocessing for the triangular range query, we create a data structureT (P ), calledpartition tree,
based on the hierarchical balanced bipartitioning of the point setP . Its root node (at layer-0) correspon
to the setP . The cutI0 splitsP into two subsetsP1 andP2 and they correspond to the left and right ch
of the root (i.e., two nodes at layer-1). The points inP1 andP2 are further partitioned using balanced c
to create four nodes at layer-2. The splitting continues and the nodes of the tree are defined rec
in this manner.
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Each nodev of T (P ) is attached with (i) the set of pointsPv , (ii) an integer fieldχv indicating the size
of Pv, and (iii) the balanced cut lineIv partitioning the point setPv.

In order to define the partition treeT (P ) uniquely, we useham-sandwich cuts(defined below) as
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balanced cuts for the point sets attached to the pair of children of each non-leaf node.

Definition 3. LetQ be a set of points andI be a balanced cut forQ which creates two subsetsQ1 andQ2.
A ham-sandwitchcut of Q1 andQ2 is a lineJ which splits bothQ1 andQ2 into two equal halves.

Lemma 1 [13]. Given a setP of n points, the partition treeT (P ) can be constructed inO(n logn) time
and space.

After obtaining the partition tree, we attach two secondary structures, namelySS1 andSS2, with each
non-leaf node ofT (P ). SS1 is a level structurewith the points inPv . It is useful for the triangular rang
counting query, but is not efficient for the subset reporting.SS2 is another data structure with the sam
point setPv, and is used for reporting the members inside the query triangle. The performanceSS2

with respect to the counting query is inferior to that ofSS1.

3.1.1. Secondary structure—SS1

Consider the nodev in T (P ). P ∗
v is the set of lines corresponding to the duals of the points inPv . We

create the augmented level structureA(P ∗
v ) (as mentioned in Section 2), and attach it with nodev. From

now onwards, this secondary structure will be referred asSS1(v). We further augment the data structu
using the following lemma. This accelerates the triangular range counting query.

Lemma 2. Letv be a node inT (P ), andw be a child node ofv. A cell inA(P ∗
v ) is completely containe

in exactly one cell ofA(P ∗
w).

Proof. Let u be the other child of nodev. P ∗
u andP ∗

w are the duals of the points attached to nodeu

andw. Let C be a cell inA(P ∗
v ). It is bounded by the lines of bothP ∗

u andP ∗
w . If the lines ofP ∗

u are
removed,C will be contained in a cell of the arrangementA(P ∗

w). �
With each cellC ∈A(P ∗

v ), we attach two pointers,cell_ptrleft andcell_ptrright. They point to the cells
CL ∈ A(P ∗

u ) andCR ∈ A(P ∗
w) respectively in which the cellC is contained (we have assumed thatu and

w are respectively the left and right child of nodev in T (P )). Basically, this can be done by attachi
the pointers with each edgee ∈A(P ∗

v ) as follows:

– If the edgee is a part of an edgee∗ ∈ CL, then itscell_ptrleft points toe∗. We draw a vertical line
at the left end point ofe in downward direction. Let it hit the edgee∗∗ ∈ CR . Thecell_ptrright points
to e∗∗.

– If e is a part of an edge inCR, then itscell_ptrright andcell_ptrleft are computed in a similar manne

Lemma 3. The time and space required for creating and storing the preprocessed data structure S1 for
all non-leaf nodes inT (P ) are bothO(n2).

Proof. By Lemma 1, the initial partition tree can be constructed in O(n logn) time and space. Th
number of nodes at leveli of T (P ) is 2i , and each of them contains at most� n

2i � points, where
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i = 0,1, . . . , logn − 1. For each non-leaf node at leveli, the size ofSS1 structure is O(( n

2i )
2), and it

can be constructed from the point set assigned to that node in O(( n

2i )
2) time. So, the total time and space

required for constructing theSS1 structure for all nodes inT (P ) is
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)
= O(n2).

Finally, we use topological line sweep to setcell_ptrleft and cell_ptrright attached to each edg
of A(P ∗

v ). This requires an additional O(n2) amount of time. �
3.1.2. Secondary structure—SS2

This is another secondary structure attached to each non-leaf nodev of T (P ), and is created with th
points attached to nodev in the primal plane.

Consider a non-root nodev at ith layer of the treeT (P ). The region of the plane attached to it isRv,
and the set of points attached to it isPv . Note that,Rv is a convex polygonal region whose boundar
are defined by the cut lines of its predecessors, i.e., all the nodes on the path from the root ofT (P ) up to
the parent of the current node. Thus, ifv is at layer-i , the number of sides of the regionRv is at mosti.
We store the boundary edges ofRv in an array. Each edgeI is attached with the following data structur

Let π be a point on an edgeI of the boundary ofRv. A half-line is rotated aroundπ inside the
region Rv by an amount 180◦, and a listLπ is formed with the points inPv ordered with respect t
their appearance during the rotation. For each point ofI we get such a list. Note that, we may get
interval onI around the pointπ such that for all points inside this interval, the list remains same
order to get these intervals, we join each pair of points inPv by a straight line. These lines are extend
in both sides up to the boundary ofRv. This creates at most O(|Pv|2) intervals along the boundary ofRv.
If we consider any two consecutive intervals on an edgeI of the boundary ofRv, the circular order o
points only differ by a swap of two members in their respective lists. This indicates that O(|Pv|2) space
is enough to store the circular order of the points ofPv for all the intervals onI . Indeed, we can use th
data structure proposed in [10] for storing almost similar lists for this purpose. For the details abo
data structure, see [10,11].

Lemma 4. The time and space required for creating and storing the SS2 data structure for all nodes in
T (P ) is O(n2).

Proof. Each point appears in exactly one region in each layer ofT (P ). But a pointp inside a regionRv

(corresponding to a nodev) appears in the data structure attached to all the edges ofRv. For a nodev at
the ith layer ofT (P ), its attachedRv is bounded by at mosti cut-lines, and containsn2i points. Thus the
total space required to store the data structure for all edges on the boundary ofRv is at mosti × ( n

2i )
2.

Again, the number of nodes in theith layer is 2i . Thus, the time and space required for creating
storing theSS2 data structure for all nodes inT (P ) in the worst case is equal to

1.21.

(
n

2

)2

+ 2.22.

(
n

22

)2

+ 3.23.

(
n

23

)2

+ · · · + logn.2logn.

(
n

2logn

)2

= 1

2
.n2 + 2

22
.n2 + 3

23
.n2 + · · · + logn

2logn
.n2

= O(n2). �
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3.2. Counting query

Here the objective is to report the number of points ofP that lie inside a triangular query region∆.
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We traverse the preprocessed data structureT (P ) from its root with the region∆. A globalCOUNTfield
(initialized with 0) is maintained during the traversal. At the end of traversal,COUNTfield returns the
number of points inside∆.

During the traversal, if a leaf node is reached with a query region∆∗(∈ ∆), theCOUNTis incremented
by one if the point attached to that node lies inside∆∗. While processing a non-leaf nodev with a query
region∆∗, its attached partition lineIv may or may not split∆∗. In the former case,v is said to be asplit
node, and in the latter casev is said to be anon-split node.

At a non-split nodev, the traversal proceeds towards one child ofv whose corresponding partitio
contains∆∗. On the other hand, at asplit node, ∆∗ splits into two query regions; each of them is conv
and is any one of the following types:

type-0: a region having no corner of∆,
type-1: a region having one corner of∆, and
type-2: a region having two corners of∆.

When∆ splits for the first time, it gives birth to onetype-1 and onetype-2 regions. In the successiv
splits:

– A type-2 region may either be split into (i) onetype-0 region and onetype-2 region, or (ii) twotype-1
regions. In case (i), thecounting queryinside thetype-0 region is performed among the points in t
partition attached to one child of nodev which contains thetype-0 region; traversal proceeds towar
the other child ofv containing thetype-2 region. In case (ii), traversal proceeds towards both
children ofv with the correspondingtype-1 region, in a recursive manner.

– A type-1 region splits into onetype-0 and onetype-1 region. The processing oftype-0 region is
performed at one child of nodev, and the traversal proceeds towards the other child ofv with the
type-1 region.

The processing of atype-0 region at a nodev is described below.

Lemma 5. During the entire traversal with the query region∆, the number of type-0 regions that may be
generated is at mostO(logn).

Proof. After the split of∆ into atype-2 and atype-1 region, we first consider the processing of thetype-2
region. It may generate O(logn) type-0 regions before it splits into twotype-1 regions or reaches to th
leaf node. Thus, we may have at most threetype-1 regions.

During the traversal inT (P ) with a type-1 region, it may split at most O(logn) times before the searc
reaches a leaf node. At each of these splits a newtype-0 region is generated.�
3.2.1. Counting query inside a type-0 region

Lemma 6. The number of edges of the query triangle∆ that can appear on the boundary of a type0
region is at most three.
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Fig. 2. Different possibilities oftype-0 region.

Proof. Follows from the fact that at most one segment of a straight line can appear as an edge
boundary of a convex region, and∆ is bounded by three straight line segments.�

Fig. 2 demonstrates the implication of Lemma 6. Here the boundary of the query triangle∆ is shown
with solid lines. The hierarchical partition lines corresponding to the nodes of the partition treeT (P ) are
shown with dotted lines.

Let ∆∗ be atype-0 region generated at nodev during the traversal ofT (P ) with the query region∆.
In order to solve thecounting querywith respect to∆∗ at nodev, we need to consider the following fou
cases depending on the number of sides of∆ that appear on the boundary of∆∗.

Case1: ∆∗ is not bounded by any of the edges of∆ (see Fig. 2(a)). Here all theχv = |Pv| points lie
inside∆∗.

Case2: Exactly one edgee of ∆ appears on the boundary of∆∗ (see Fig. 2(b)). The edgee cuts
the boundary ofRv (region attached to nodev) in exactly two points, and it splits the point setPv into
two disjoint subsets. One of these subsets lies completely outside∆∗, and the other one completely lie
inside∆∗. The number of points ofPv lying inside∆∗ can be obtained by performinghalf-plane range
counting query(see Section 2) among the point setPv with respect to the line containinge.

Case3: Exactly two edges of∆ appear on the boundary of∆∗ (see Fig. 2(c)). These two edges a
mutually non-intersecting insideRv, and each of them intersects the boundary ofRv in exactly two points.
Let these two edges bee1 ande2. As stated earlier, each of these edges (ei ) partitions the point setPv

into two disjoint subsets, sayPv(ei) andPv(ei). Pv(ei) lies completely outside∆∗, but Pv(ei) may not
completely lie inside∆∗ due to the constraints imposed by the other memberej , j �= i.

The number of points ofPv inside∆∗ is equal to|Pv(e1) ∩ Pv(e2)| = (χv − |Pv(e1) | − |Pv(e2) |), and
it can be obtained by performing thehalf-plane range counting querywith the linese1 ande2 separately.

Case4: Exactly three edges of∆ appear on the boundary of∆∗ (see Fig. 2(d)). As in case 3, all the
edges are mutually non-intersecting insideRv, and each of them intersectsRv in exactly two points. The
number of points ofPv inside∆∗ is equal to∣∣∣∣∣

3⋂
i=1

Pv(ei)

∣∣∣∣∣ =
(

χv −
3∑

i=1

∣∣Pv(ei)
∣∣),

wherePv(ei) is defined as in case 3. Thus, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 7. The number of points inside atype-0 region can be obtained inO(logn) time in the worst
case.
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Proof. From the above discussions, it is clear that after reaching nodev with a type-0 region∆∗, the
number of points inside∆∗ can be obtained by applying thehalf-plane range counting queryat most
three times (with respect to the lines containinge1, e2 and e3) among the points inPv . This requires
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O(logn) time in the worst case (see Theorem 1).�
3.2.2. Time complexity of counting query

Lemmata 5 and 7 say that given a triangular query region∆, the number of points inside it can b
reported in O(log2 n) time. We now show that the secondary structureSS1 (augmented using Lemma 2
helps in reducing the counting query cost to O(logn).

The triangular range counting query starts from the root ofT (P ) and withCOUNTequal to zero. Le
�∗

1, �∗
2 and�∗

3 be the dual points of the lines containing the three edgese1, e2 ande3 of ∆. We find the cells
containing�∗

1, �∗
2 and�∗

3 in theSS1 structure attached to the root node ofT (P ). During the traversal with
a point (say�∗

1 or �∗
2 or �∗

3), when the search moves from a nodev to its children, the cell correspondin
to that point in the secondary structure of the children ofv are reached usingcell_ptrleft or cell_ptrright

in O(1) time. If a type-0 region∆∗ is generated at a non-leaf node on the traversal path,COUNT is
incremented by the number of points inside∆∗, which is computed as described in cases 1 to 4.
needs O(1) time because of the following two reasons:

– The number of edges of∆∗ crossing the regionRv attached tov is at most 3 (see Lemma 6).
– For each of these edges, the number of points ofPv lying outside∆∗ can be obtained by observin

the level of the dual point of the corresponding line in the arrangementA(P ∗
v ). This requires O(1)

time since the dual point is already placed in the appropriate cell of the arrangementA(P ∗
v ).

If a leaf node is reached, the point attached with it is tested to check whether it lies inside∆ in O(1)

time. If so,COUNTfield is incremented by 1. Finally, at the end of traversal,COUNTfield indicates the
number of points inside∆. Lemma 5 and the aforesaid discussion lead to the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Given a set ofn points we can preprocess them inO(n2) time and space such that the numb
of points inside a query triangle can be obtained inO(logn) time.

Here, we need to note the following two important things:

– The drawback of usingSS1 secondary structure is that it is not efficient for reporting the set of po
inside∆. Here, the worst case time required for the subset reporting query may be O(κ logn), where
κ is the number of points inside∆.

– One can easily create alevel-structureusing O(n2/ logn) space and O(n2) time, which can determin
the level of a point (dual of a line) in O(logn) time [7,18]. But here we cannot use this data struc
due to the following reason:

In order to solve the counting query, we need to solve the point location query (for the
(point) of a line�) in the SS1 structure at each level of the partition tree. For a partic
point, say�∗, we can reach its corresponding cell at a particular level of the partition
from that of its predecessor node using eithercell_ptrleft or cell_ptrright in O(1) time by
virtue of Lemma 2. If we use 1

logn
-cutting tree, Lemma 2 will not remain valid. Thus, f

each line bounding the query triangle, we need to solve the point location query (f
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dual of that line) at each level of the partition tree in O(logn) time. Thus, the overall time
complexity of the counting query will increase to O(log2 n) in the worst case.
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3.3. Subset reporting query

The subset reporting for a triangular query region∆ is also done by traversingT (P ). At each split
node, if the query region is eithertype-1 ortype-2, it splits in a similar manner as described in the coun
query. While processing atype-0 region at a particular node, either of the four cases, as mention
Section 3.2.1, may appear. The processing of those cases are described below.

• In case 1, all the points inPv are reported.
• In case 2, the subset of points ofPv lying in one side of the edgee (of ∆) are reported. This can b

easily done usingSS1 data structure itself.
• In case 3, the query region at nodev is bounded by two edges, saye1 and e2, of ∆. We use the

secondary structureSS2 for the reporting in this case. The edgese1 ande2 are indicated by bold line
in Fig. 3. Edgee1 (respectivelye2) intersectsRv at α1 andα2 (respectivelyβ1 andβ2). We split the
query region by the diagonalα1β2 indicated by dotted line in Fig. 3. The pointsα1 andβ2 lies on
the edgesI andJ of Rv respectively. We use binary search with the pointα1 (respectivelyβ2) to
locate its corresponding interval on the edgeI (respectivelyJ ). Next we use the list attached toI
(respectivelyJ ) in SS2 for reporting the points inside the lightly (darkly) shaded angular region.
detailed method is described in [10]. The time complexity of this reporting is(logn + κ), whereκ is
the size of the output.

• In case 4, the query region at nodev is bounded by three edgese1, e2 ande3 of ∆. Here we need to
proceed the traversal to both the children ofv in T (P ). If the query region splits atv, it may generate
at most one query region which is bounded by three edges of∆. Traversal proceeds with this pa
The other part of the split is bounded by either one or two edges of∆. The points inside this part ar
reported as in case 1 or case 2 or case 3. This type of split takes place at most(logn) time. So the
reporting time in this case may be O(log2 n + κ) in the worst case.

Theorem 3. Given a set ofn points we can preprocess them inO(n2) time and space such that the sub
of points inside a query triangle can be reported inO(log2 n + k) time.

Fig. 3. Reporting in case 3.
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Proof. Due to the successive splitting during the traversal inT (P ) with the query region∆, at most
O(logn) type-0 query regions are generated (see Lemma 5) for which the subset reporting needs to be
done. At most one of thesetype-0 query regions may satisfy case 4 (see Fig. 2(d)). Apart from reporting

the

segment

o

e.

l
phases:

r
lar
the output, the search time for thistype-0 region (if exists) needs O(log2 n) time. For all othertype-0
regions, the total search time is O(log2 n). Thus, the time complexity of the subset reporting for
triangular range is O(log2 n + κ), whereκ is the number of reported answers.�

4. Segment dragging query

We shall use the preprocessed data structure discussed in the earlier section for solving the
dragging query with respect to a line segmentσ = [α,β], whereα andβ are two end-points ofσ .

Let us consider a corridorCσ defined by two parallel linesL1 andL2 drawn through the pointsα andβ

respectively, and each of them is perpendicular toσ . The set of points inside the corridor is split into tw
subsetsPaboveandPbelow by the segmentσ . In the segment dragging query, we need to reportk nearest
points ofσ among the members inPabove(respectivelyPbelow). Herek may be specified at the query tim

Consider the levels of arrangementA(P ∗). Let �σ denotes the line containing the segmentσ . Let �∗
σ

(the dual of�σ ) lies between levelsλ andλ + 1 in the dual plane. Ifλ < k, thenσ hits no more than
λ(< k) points if it is dragged above up to infinity. So, all the points inPaboveneed to be reported. Ifλ > k,
we need to find a line segmentσ̂ parallel toσ and touching the two boundaries of the corridorCσ such
that the number of points inside the regionR defined byL1, L2, σ and σ̂ (as shown in Fig. 4) is equa
to k (excepting the degenerate cases). Thus, here the segment dragging query consists of two
(i) computeσ̂ appropriately, and (ii) report the points insideR.

We solve the first part as follows: draw a vertical ray from the point�∗
σ downwards. Lete ∈ A(P ∗) be

an edge at levelθ (θ < λ − k) whom the ray hits. Letp∗ (p ∈ P ) be the line containing the edgee. We
draw a line parallel toσ at the pointp. This defines a rectangleRθ bounded by two boundaries ofCσ , the
given query segmentσ , and the portion of the linep∗ inside the corridorCσ . Let κθ denotes the numbe
of points insideRθ . We computeκθ by splitting Rθ into two triangles, and then applying the triangu
range counting method as described in Section 3.

Fig. 4. Segment dragging query fork = 4.
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Lemma 8. Letei andej be two edges at leveli andj , i < j . Ri andRj denote two rectangles as defined
above. Ifκi andκj denote the number of points insideRi andRj respectively, thenκi > κj .
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Proof. Follows from the fact that the area ofRi is greater than that ofRj , but the three sides ofRi are
common to those ofRj . �
Lemma 9. A rectangleR above the query line segmentσ and containing exactlyk points can be obtaine
in O(log2 n) time.

Proof. We consider all the edges ofA(P ∗) that are hit by the vertically downward ray shot from t
point �∗

σ . These edges are at different levels ofA(P ∗). By Lemma 8, the desired̂σ can be selected usin
binary search among these edges. The lemma follows from the fact that, at each step (i) we ch
edge from the aforesaid set and define the corresponding rectangle inside the corridorCσ , and then (ii) we
find the number of points inside that rectangle by triangular range counting query.�

Next, we use subset reporting algorithm for triangular range to report the points inside the d
rectangleR. Thus, we have the main result of this work.

Theorem 4. Given a set ofn points in2D, it can be preprocessed inO(n2) time and space such tha
for an arbitrary query line segment, the segment dragging query can be answered inO(k + log2 n) time,
wherek is an input at the query time.

5. k nearest neighbors of σ

The problem of findingk nearest neighbors ofσ = [α,β] has two phases: (i) solve segment dragg
query with parameterk for both above and belowσ , and (ii) find k nearest neighbors ofα and β.
Phase (i) outputs two listsLabove andLbelow each containing at mostk points. The members of thes
lists are sorted with respect to their vertical distances fromσ . Phase (ii) can be solved by creati
the order-k Voronoi diagram providedk is known prior to the preprocessing. This produces two
Lα and Lβ each containingk points. The members in these lists are sorted with respect to
distances fromα andβ respectively. Finally, a merge like pass among the members in these fou
returns thek nearest neighbors of the line segmentσ . Thus, the time complexity of creating an ordek
Voronoi diagram influences the preprocessing time complexity for findingk nearest neighbors query
a line segment. The time complexity of the best known deterministic algorithm for creating an ok

Voronoi diagram is O(nk log2 k(
logn

logk
)O(1)) [6]. The storage and query time complexities for thek nearest

neighbors problem remain same as that of the segment dragging query problem. It needs to be m
that Agarwal et al. [1] proposed a randomized algorithm for creating an order-k Voronoi diagram in
O(n log3 n + k(n − k)) time. Thus, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 5. Given a set ofn points in2D, it can be preprocessed inO(n2) time and space such that fo
an arbitrary query line segmentσ , thek nearest neighbors ofσ can be computed inO(k + log2 n) time,
wherek is specified at the time of preprocessing.
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Final remark. In case of finding the nearest neighbor of a query line segmentσ (i.e., whenk = 1),
the preprocessing time and space complexities are both O(n2), and query can be answered in O(log2 n)

time. This is a generalized and improved result of the problem presented in [5]. Note that, hereSS2 data
ing

Voronoi

eometry,
ference
–56.
345.

438.
23–33.
.

eorems,

3

1027–

e

put.
structure need not be maintained with each node ofT (P ), since the reporting of the segment dragg
query can be made usingSS1 data structure.
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